
Angie Simonton, LCSW  
Individual & Family Clinical Social Worker 

400 Mariners Plaza Drive Suite 432 
Mandeville, LA 70448 

Phone 9853174319 
Fax 8552030527 

Email angie@angiesimontonlcsw.org 
Welcome! 
 
I am honored that you have chosen me to walk with you through your 
challenges. You have taken a significant first step. It takes a great deal of 
strength to seek out help.  
 
Before we begin our first session together, I will need for you to complete 
some initial paperwork. I know that this can be tedious, however it’s 
important for effective treatment. This email includes the following 
attachments: 
 
 

● Declaration of Practice and Procedures 
● HIPAA Policies 
● Biopsychosocial Assessment 
● Release of Information (please complete one for your insurance 

company, an emergency contact, and your PCP/ Psychiatrist) 
● Possible additional testing  

 
Email me a copy of an image of the front and back of your insurance card 
to verify insurance benefits prior to the session. Make sure that all of your 
paperwork is completed prior to our first session. Bring a printed copy of 
the paperwork to the initial therapy session. I recommend retaining a copy 
of this completed paperwork for your records, in case you want to look back 
at them later. I also highly recommend that you review my website on how I 
work as a therapist. I try to include information that is important for you to 



be aware of, such as Mandatory Reporting, so that we do not have to 
spend your entire first session reviewing that information.  
 
If you have any questions before your session, please contact me. 
Otherwise I look forward to meeting with you soon! 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Angie Simonton, LCSW 
Updated 07/2019 
 

Angie Simonton, LCSW  
Individual & Family Clinical Social Worker 
Website: www.angiesimontonlcsw.org 

Clinical Practice & Procedure Policies 
 
 
Directions: please review and sign at the bottom. It is recommended that you keep a copy for your records. 
 
Privacy Policies  
 

● Ms. Simonton has given me a copy of HIPAA rights. She recommends that I keep a copy of this 
paperwork if I ever have questions. 

● I understand that my privacy and Confidential information is extremely important in working with Ms. 
Simonton. But there are some situations in which the Louisiana Law & Federal Laws trumps over my 
privacy rights. Those situations include the following: 

● If Ms. Simonton believes I am going to hurt myself or someone else. 
● If Ms. Simonton suspects abuse or neglect of a child, disabled adult, or elderly adults.  
● If Ms. Simonton suspects that a minor is being sexually abused. Or if a minor is breaking the 

Louisiana 2 year law (being in a sexual relationship with someone two years older or younger). If you 
have more questions on this please notify Ms. Simonton 

● If Ms. Simonton receives a court subpoena or judge order to be present in court related to a legal case 
that you are involved in.  

● Ms. Simonton does not wish to participate in court disputes. It is not my area of expertise nor am I 
considered a custody mediator, family reunification therapist, or a specialist in legal disputes. 
Especially cases involving child custody or divorce. If that is something you are looking for I can refer 
you to someone who specializes in this.  

● If Ms. Simonton is reported to the board or is being sued, and your case is involved then your 
information will no longer be considered confidential via the Louisiana Law. 

● I agree to notify Ms. Simonton if there is a  lawsuit that she may become involved in. Or give her an 
advanced notice if I believe that a court suit is pending. 

http://www.angiesimontonlcsw.org/


● I understand that if I use my health insurance that they have the right to my treatment records for 
payment of services.  

● I understand Ms. Simonton is required to keep my records at a minimum of 6 years following my 
termination with her. 

● I understand that in order for Ms. Simonton to speak with other health care providers, agencies, and 
family/ friends that I must sign a release of information. Releases of information are good for a year 
unless otherwise specified. 

● (for minors only) I understand that as a parent I have the right to my child’s information under Ms. 
Simonton’s care, unless stated otherwise in legal paperwork. I also understand that she will use her 
clinical judgement in regards to what she does disclose to me as a parent. I understand that the 
therapeutic relationship, which includes trust, is extremely important. And thus I will be respectful.of 
that with my child. 

● (minors only) I understand that both parents have the right to a minors treatment recommendations & 
progress. And unless stated otherwise in legal paperwork, it is highly recommended that both parents 
are involved whether the parents are together or not.  

● I understand that if I see Ms. Simonton in public, or outside of her office, that she will let me decide if 
I want to acknowledge her or not. I understand that if I do see Ms. Simonton in public and greet her 
that she will likely not introduce me to anyone that she is with, for my privacy. 

● I understand that Ms. Simonton does not allow the recording of sessions, conversations, nor 
photography(no matter the medium nor State laws). Thus if I do proceed with this behavior, I 
understand that I will be immediately terminated from her care. I also understand that this is a 
boundary issue based upon mutual trust. And not only is this a privacy issue but it is also a trust issue. 
Ms. Simonton will not take photos, videos, nor recordings of myself nor anyone else involved in 
treatment.  

 
Social Media Policies 
 

● Ms. Simonton understands that most people in our culture use social media and smartphones. I 
understand that Ms. Simonton does use multiple types of social media. And that I am allowed to 
follow her Professional Postings that are related to her therapy practice. However she does discourage 
me from commenting on her posts as my privacy as a client may be breached. 

● Ms. Simonton is not allowed to accept friend requests on private/ closed social media pages. She also 
can not respond to “PM’s” or Private Messages.  

● It is preferred that you not “check in” at my therapy office, rate services, nor disclose on social media 
your treatment under my care. It is difficult to keep your identity private, if you post such information. 

● I understand that Ms. Simonton’s email is HIPAA compliant. And it is preferred that confidential or 
sensitive information be sent there. However Ms. Simonton will accept text messages if required. But 
she prefers that the content information be focused on appointments/ scheduling. As text messages are 
not HIPAA compliant. 

Financial Policies  
● I understand that Ms. Simonton charges a flat rate of 100.00 a session out of pocket. And ultimately I 

am responsible for that amount whether I have health insurance or not. If I decide to use my health 
coverage with Ms. Simonton I understand that if my claims are denied then I am financially 
responsible for the unpaid balance. 

● I understand any insurance co- payments are due by the end of the session. I understand that private 
pay clients are to pay at the end of the session. 

● I understand that there will be a 30.00 fee for bounced checks. 
● I understand that Ms. Simonton will be flexible with me for scheduling. And she requests the same of 

me. Fees will not be charged for canceled appointments nor reschedule requests. However she will 
charge me a 50.00 fee for “no calling and no showing.”  



● I understand that it is my responsibility to keep Ms. Simonton updated with any changes to my health 
insurance/ coverage. And that I am financially responsible if the insurance denied claims.  

● If Ms. Simonton is being called into court for a case (within the state of Louisiana) that you are 
involved in, there is an upfront cost of (deposit) 800.00 in the form of a cashier's check. Following this 
there will be a charge of 200.00 an hour for time spent in preparation, travel, time spent at the 
courthouse (whether they delay it or not), any telephone conversations, and any other time spent on 
the case. Full Payment is expected immediately following the case, whether I am called as a witness or 
not. Out of state cases will be discussed on an individual basis.  

● If legal letters/ documentation are being requested to support you legally, there is an initial payment of 
500.00 due in the form of a cashier's check. This will cover the first 2 hours of preparation for the 
documentation. Refunds for unused time will not be given. If the paperwork takes over 2.0 hours, it's a 
100.00 an hour after. All  unpaid balances are required to be paid prior to the mailing of 
documentation/ letters.  

 
Treatment Policies 
 

● The goal of therapy is to have a strong rapport, a high level of trust, working towards achievable 
goals, seeing progress, appropriate boundaries, appropriate behavior, meeting goals, seeing decreased 
symptoms, feeling better, improved coping, and then termination. 

● I understand that the therapeutic relationship is extremely important to make progress. I agree to tell 
Ms. Simonton when something is bothering me, if I feel like it's not a “good fit,” or if I don't feel like 
progress is being made. Being honest and transparent is important. I also understand that I am able to 
terminate the therapeutic relationship at any time. Although a termination session is recommended. 

● I also understand that if Ms. Simonton feels that progress is not being made that she will discuss it 
openly with me.  

● As mentioned above boundaries are extremely important. And the client and therapist are expected to 
treat one another with appropriate behavior. If at any point, the client or the therapist feels 
uncomfortable or unsafe, then the trust is broken. If it's possible to work through this in therapy, that is 
recommended. However some issues may not be able to worked out and at that point termination is 
recommended. And a referral to another Therapist will be given. 

● I understand that I will be working towards achieving my therapy goals and eventually termination. 
 
Informed Consent for Treatment 
 

● I am agreeable to mental health treatment under the care of Angie Simonton, LCSW. I understand that 
with this process a mental health diagnosis will be given. Ms. Simonton is capable under her scope of 
practice to assess, diagnosis, and treat most mental health issues. If for any reason she feels that I 
require additional care or different care, then she will discuss this with me. Ms. Simonton can not give 
out legal advice nor give medical care. 

 
By signing this document I am stating that I am agreeable and will abide by it. Failure to do so may likely 
result in termination. 
 
 
Client or Guardians Signature:_______________________________Printed Name:  
Date: ______________________ 
Clients name if a minor:_____________________ 
 
 
Signature and date of Angie Simonton, LCSW: 



___________________________________________________ 
 
Last update on 08/20/18 
This form was updated on 05/20/2018 
 
 

Angie Simonton, LCSW  
Individual & Family Clinical Social Worker 

400 Mariners Plaza Drive Suite 432 
Mandeville, LA 70448 

Phone 9853174319 
Fax 8552030527 

Email angie@angiesimontonlcsw.org 
HIPAA: NOTICE OF PRIVACY PRACTICES 

 
THIS NOTICE DESCRIBES HOW MEDICAL/PSYCHOLOGICAL/SOCIAL INFORMATION ABOUT 
YOU MAY BE USED AND SHARED WITH OTHERS.  THIS NOTICE ALSO DESCRIBES HOW YOU 
CAN GET ACCESS TO THIS INFORMATION.  PLEASE REVIEW IT CAREFULLY AND FEEL FREE 
TO ASK ANY AND ALL QUESTIONS THAT YOU MIGHT HAVE.  IT IS IMPORTANT THAT YOU 
UNDERSTAND THIS MATERIAL.  THERE ARE PRIVACY PROTECTIONS IN PLACE BUT THERE 
ARE IMPORTANT EXCEPTIONS TO PRIVACY.  THEY ARE DETAILED BELOW AND IN THE 
SEPARATE FORM YOU HAVE DEFINING CONFIDENTIALITY AND FINANCIAL POLICIES. 
 
A federal regulation, commonly known as the “HIPAA Privacy Rule”, says that we must provide all of our patients 
with a detailed notice, in writing, of our privacy practices.  Beyond that, we believe that it is important to know what 
kind of information we collect, what is done with that information, and how you can go about protecting the 
information.  This notice is long and detailed, but the HIPAA Privacy Rule requires that we address many specific 
things.  We have tried to make this information as understandable and easy to read as possible.  We apologize in 
advance for the length.  Please ask any questions you may have. 
 

I. PROTECTING HEALTH INFORMATION ABOUT YOU 
 
In this notice, we describe the ways that Angie Simonton, LCSW-BACS may use and disclose health information 
about her clients. There are many reasons that I might be asked to tell others about the assessment and treatment that 
was completed by me.  Other health providers may need this information to simply make things more efficient, 
requiring your written permission unless there is an emergency in which you are unavailable or incapacitated.  A 
number of legal situations may require that some of this information be shared.  For example, if you enter a lawsuit 
or other legal proceeding (such as child custody dispute, a car wreck) where your mental condition is an issue, I may 
be required to release some of this information.  You should consult with a lawyer in such a case.  There are other, 
less common, reasons that information could be requested.  In most cases (almost all), I will ask your permission 
BEFORE this information is released. 
 
The HIPAA privacy rule requires that I protect the privacy of any health information that identifies a patient, or even 
information that could easily lead someone to know that you have been a patient.  This information is known as 
“protected health information” or “PHI”.  I will use that abbreviation throughout this notice – whenever you see 
“PHI”, please understand that I am talking about health information that is specific to you (the client) – sometimes 
information that you may not want shared with anyone else.  This document describes your rights as my patient, and 
my obligations regarding the use and disclosure of this personal health information.  
 
I am required by law to do the following things: 
 



▪ Protect the privacy of PHI about you 
▪ Give you this Notice of my legal duties and privacy practices with respect to PHI – when you received this 

document, that I satisfied this responsibility; and 
▪ Comply with the terms of this Notice of Privacy Practices that are currently in effect. 

 
Please be aware that I may have to make changes to this notice, and to make these changes for all personal 
health information I may already have about you.  These regulations change over time.   If and when this 
notice is changed, I will post a copy in my office, in a prominent location.  I will also provide you with a copy 
of the revised notice when you ask for it.  I, Angie Simonton, LCSW am the “Privacy Official” – this is the 
person in charge of making sure that these regulations are met.  Please ask me any questions about privacy 
policies, express any concerns, and ask me for any updated version of this notice in the future.  
 

II. HOW I MAY USE AND DISCLOSE PROTECTED HEALTH INFORMATION ABOUT YOU 
 
USES AND DISCLOSURES FOR TREATMENT, PAYMENT, AND HEALTH CARE OPERATIONS 
 
The following list describes the different ways I may use and disclose PHI for treatment, payment, or the operation 
of our practice.  The examples included do not list every type or use or disclosure that may fall within that category 
but they are listed to help you understand how these regulations might apply to you. 
 
Treatment: 
 

I may use and share PHI about you to provide, coordinate or manage your mental health care and related 
services.  It may be necessary, or best, for me to consult with other health care providers such as 
counselors, social workers, psychologists, or physicians such as your psychiatrist about your treatment. 
This will help to coordinate and manage your health care and ensure that you are receiving the best care 
possible.  When I refer to another provider it is usually best to share what I know – it may prevent you from 
having to repeat many of the same procedures and/or go over your history “one more time”.  For example, 
if you are referred to another mental health provider, I may share PHI to your new provider regarding the 
results of your evaluation/therapy.  I may send a report about your care from my office o a provider that I 
refer you to so that the other provider may treat you.  Again, unless you are incapacitated, or I am 
subpoenaed and your lawyer can’t have the subpoena quashed in some way,  your written permission will 
be required in order to provide this information to another. This is called a “Release of Information” Form.  

 
Payment: 
 

I may, of course, find it necessary to share PHI so that I can bill and collect payment for the treatment and 
services provided to you.  Like any other business, I must be paid for what I do so that I can continue to 
operate.  Even before beginning an evaluation, treatment, or services, I may share details with your health 
plan or insurance carrier concerning the services you are scheduled to receive.  For example: 
  

▪ I may ask for payment approval from you health insurance company or your health plan before we 
provide assessment or therapy;  

▪ I may share PHI to find out how much your insurance will pay for services we provide; 
▪ I may have to share PHI to confirm to your insurance company that you are receiving the right 

kind and amount of care to obtain payment for services;  
▪ I may use and disclose PHI for billing, claims management, and collection activities; 
▪ I may have to share PHI to insurance companies who provide you with additional coverage;  
▪ I may be required to share very limited PHI to agencies relating to collection of payments owed to 

us; 
▪ I may also disclose PHI to another health care provider or to a company or health plan in order to 

make sure that the other provider is complying with the HIPAA Privacy Rule for the payment 
activities of that health care provider, company, or health plan; 

▪ I may allow someone who works for the health insurance company to review PHI when the 



insurance company is trying to determine the insurance benefits to be paid for your care. 
▪ AGAIN, UNLESS YOU ARE GRAVELY DISABLED OR OTHERWISE IN AN 

EMERGENCY, YOUR WRITTEN PERMISSION IS REQUIRED BEFORE THIS 
INFORMATION CAN BE SHARED. 

 
Health Care Operations 

 
I may have to communicate PHI in performing business activities which are called health care operations. 
Health care operations means those things that allow me to improve the quality of care that I provide and to 
reduce mental health care costs.  This is how your PHI may be used relating to health care operations in 
most healthcare settings, however, in MY healthcare setting, none of the information I am required to 
provide you with below will occur without your WRITTEN Permission. 
 

▪ Reviewing and improving the quality, efficiency, and cost of care that we provide to our patients.  For example, 
I may use PHI about you to develop ways to help in deciding how I can improve the psychological treatment I 
provide to others; 

▪ Improving health care and lowering costs for groups of people who have similar mental health problems and 
helping to manage and coordinate the care for these groups of people.  I may use PHI to identify groups of 
people with similar mental health problems to give them information, for example, about treatment alternatives 
and educational classes; 

▪ Reviewing and evaluating the skills, qualifications, and performance of mental health care providers taking care 
of you and my other patients; 

▪ Providing training programs for students, trainees, interns, health care providers, or non-health care 
professionals (like billing personnel) to help them practice or improve their skills; 

▪ Cooperating with outside organizations that assess the quality of the care that we provide; 
▪ Cooperating with outside organizations that evaluate, certify, or license health care providers or staff in a 

particular field or specialty; 
▪ Cooperating with various people who review our activities.  For example, PHI may be seen by other doctors 

reviewing the services provided to you, and by accountants, lawyers, and others who help us in complying with 
the law and managing our business; 

▪ Assisting us in making plans for my practice’s future operations; 
▪ Resolving grievances within our practice.  (See privacy policies form which you initialed and signed.) 
▪ Reviewing our activities and using or disclosing PHI in the event that I sell my practice to someone else or 

combine with another practice;  (This is a HIPAA technicality.  I will not “sell” my practice.) 
▪ Business planning and development, such as cost-management analyses; 
▪ Business management and general administrative activities of our practice, including managing our activities 

related to complying with the HIPAA Privacy Rule and other legal requirements;  (see confidentiality 
exceptions form which you signed and initialed.) 

▪ Creating “de-identified” information that is not identifiable to any individual; 
 

If another mental health care provider, company, or health plan that also falls under this HIPAA Privacy 
Rule has or once had a relationship with you, we may disclose PHI about you for certain health care 
operations of that health care provider or company.  For example, such health care operations may include: 
 

▪ Reviewing and improving the quality, efficiency and cost of care provided to you 
▪ Reviewing and evaluating the skills, qualifications, and performance of health care providers 
▪ Providing training programs for students, trainees, health care providers, or non-health care 

professionals 
▪ Cooperating with outside organizations that evaluate, certify, or license mental health care 

providers or staff in a particular field or specialty 
▪ Assisting with legal compliance activities of that health care provider or company 
▪ For the health care operations of an “organized health care arrangement” in which we participate. 

 
Communication from My Office: 



 
I may contact you to remind you of appointments and to provide you with information about treatment, 
treatment alternatives, or other health related benefits and services that may be of interest to you.  

 
OTHER USES AND DISCLOSURES WE CAN MAKE WITHOUT YOUR WRITTEN AUTHORIZATION 
OR PERMISSION 
 
Uses and disclosures for which you can either agree or object 
 
In some cases I can use and/or disclose information and you have the chance to agree or object to these uses and 
disclosures of PHI about you.  If you do not object, then we may make these types of uses and disclosures of PHI. 
 

▪ Individuals involved in your care or payment for your care:  I may be allowed to disclose PHI about 
you to your family member, close friend, or any other person identified by you if that information is 
directly relevant to the person’s involvement in your care or payment for your care.  If you are present and 
able to consent or object (or if you are available in advance), then we may only reveal this information if 
you do not object after you have been told that you can object. (My policy is a written, signed consent from 
you to release information.)  If you are not available, or if you are unable to consent or object, I may have 
to exercise professional judgment in determining whether disclosing that information is in your best 
interests.  For example, if you are brought into this office and are unable to communicate normally with 
your therapist for some reason, we may find it is in your best interest to give information to the friend or 
relative who brought you in for treatment.   I may also use that information to let someone else know about 
your location, your general condition, or even your death.  For example, a person could be psychotic or so 
gravely disabled that they cannot care for themselves. I may also need to coordinate with disaster relief 
agencies to make this type of notification.  

▪  I may also use professional judgment and experience to make reasonable decisions about your best 
interests in allowing someone else to act on your behalf.  

 
OTHER USES AND DISCLOSURES WE CAN MAKE WITHOUT YOUR WRITTEN AUTHORIZATION 
OR OPPORTUNITY TO AGREE OR OBJECT 
 
I may use and disclose PHI about you in the following circumstances, even without your approval, authorization, or 
opportunity to agree or object, provided that we make sure we follow  certain conditions of the law that may apply. 
 
Required By Law:  We may use and disclose PHI when federal, state, or local law requires that we do so.  Any 
such disclosure complies with the law and is limited to the requirements of the law. 
 
Public Health Activities:  We may be required to share PHI with public health authorities or other authorized 
persons to carry out certain activities related to public health including the following activities: 
 

▪ To prevent or control disease, injury, or disability; 
▪ To report disease, injury, birth, or death; 
▪ To report child abuse or neglect; 
▪ To locate and notify persons of recalls of products they may be using; 
▪ To notify a person who may have been exposed to a communicable (contagious) disease in order to control 

who may be at risk of contracting or spreading the disease; or 
▪ To report your employer, under limited circumstances, information related primarily to workplace injuries 

or illness, or workplace medical surveillance.   That is a HIPAA technicality. ( I do not communicate with 
employers without your permission, short of a grave emergency or threat.) 

 
Abuse, Neglect, or Domestic Violence:  I may need to disclose PHI in certain cases to government authorities if we 
reasonably believe that you have been a victim of domestic violence, abuse, or neglect.  (See exceptions to 
confidentiality form which stated the exceptions to confidentiality, which you signed and initialed.) 
 



Health Oversight Activities:  I may disclose PHI to a health oversight agency – organizations who work to ensure 
that I am doing my job well, for oversight activities including, for example:  

▪ audits,  
▪ investigations,  
▪ inspections,  
▪ licensure and disciplinary activities, and  
▪ other activities conducted by health oversight agencies to monitor the health care system, government 

health care programs, and compliance with certain laws. 
 
Lawsuits and Other Legal Proceedings:  I may use or disclose PHI when required by a court.  I may be required to 
release PHI in response to subpoenas, requests from attorneys for “discovery” information, or other required legal 
purposes.  In most cases, efforts are required to  have been made to advise you of the request or to obtain an order 
protecting the information requested, sometimes referred to as a “motion to quash”.  
 
Law Enforcement:  Under certain conditions, I may have to disclose PHI to law enforcement officials for the 
following purposes where the disclosure is: 
 

▪ About a suspected victim of a crime if, under very limited circumstances, we are not able get permission 
because the person is incapacitated or there is an emergency;  

▪ To alert law enforcement of a death that I suspect was the result of criminal conduct; 
▪ Required by law; 
▪ In response to a court order, warrant, subpoena, summons, administrative agency request, or other 

authorized process; 
▪ To identify or locate a suspect, fugitive, material witness, or missing person; 
▪ About a crime or suspected crime committed at our office; or 
▪ In response to a medical emergency not occurring at the office, if it is necessary to report a crime, including 

the nature of the crime, the location of the crime or the victim, and the identity of the person who 
committed the crime. 

 
Coroners, Medical Examiners, Funeral Directors:  We may disclose PHI to a coroner or medical examiner to 
identify a deceased person and determine the cause of death.  
 
Research:  I may use and disclose PHI about you for research purposes under certain limited circumstances.  I must 
obtain a written permission to use and disclose PHI about you for research purposes except in situations where 
a research project meets specific, detailed criteria established by the HIPAA Privacy Rule to ensure the privacy of 
PHI.  For example, the new health care law under Medicare may require certain information.  
 
To Avert a Serious Threat to Health or Safety:  We may use or disclose PHI about you in limited circumstances 
when necessary to prevent a threat to the health or safety of a person or to the public.  This disclosure can only be 
made to a person who is able to help prevent the threat.  The information may not need to be released if we can take 
an action that prevents the danger to the other person. 
 
Specialized Government Functions:  Under rare circumstances we may disclose PHI: 
 

▪ For certain military and veteran activities, including determination of eligibility for veterans for veterans 
benefits and were deemed necessary by military common authorities; 

▪ For national security and intelligence activities; 
▪ To help provide protective services for the president and others; 
▪ For the health or safety of inmates and others at correctional institutions or other law enforcement custodial 

situations for the general safety and health related to corrections facilities. 
 
Disclosures required by HIPAA Privacy Rule:    I am required to disclose PHI to the Secretary of the United 
States Department of Health and Human Services when requested by the Secretary to review our compliance with 
the HIPAA Privacy Rule.  This is so that DHH can determine if we are following HIPAA guidelines.  I am also 



required in certain cases to disclose PHI to you, upon your request, to access PHI or for an accounting of certain 
disclosures of PHI about you (those requests are described below in this notice). 
 
OTHERS USES AND DISCLOSURES OF PROTECTED HEALTH INFORMATION REQUIRE YOUR 
AUTHORIZATION 
 
Worker’s Compensation:  I may disclose PHI as authorized by workers’ compensation laws or other similar 
programs that provide benefits for work-related injuries or illness.  In this case, when you enter a worker’s 
compensation lawsuit, you will probably waive the right to keep the information that we have about you completely 
private.  You should speak with your attorney about this.  
 
OTHER USES AND DISCLOSURES OF PROTECTED HEALTH INFORMATION REQUIRE YOUR 
AUTHORIZATION 
 
All other disclosures of PHI about you will only be made with your written authorization.  If you have give us 
permission to use or disclose PHI about you, you may revoke your permission at any time, except to the extent we 
have already taken action based on the permission. 
 
 
 

III. YOUR RIGHTS REGARDING PROTECTED HEALTH INFORMATION ABOUT YOU 
 

Under federal law, you have the following rights regarding PHI about you: 
 
Right to Request Restrictions:  You have the right to ask us to ensure additional restrictions on the 
PHI that we may use for treatment, payment, and health care operations.  In other words, you can 
specify that there are certain kinds of information we should not seek. You may also ask for additional 
restrictions on how, what, and why we share PHI to certain individuals involved in your care that 
otherwise are permitted by the Privacy Rule.  Please understand that I am not required to agree to your 
request.  If I do agree to your request, I am required to honor this agreement except in certain cases, 
including where the information is needed to treat you in the case of an emergency.  To ask for 
restrictions, you must make your request in writing to our Privacy Official.  See the separate 
“exceptions to confidentiality form that you signed and initialed.) In your request, please include: 
 
(1) the information that you want to restrict; 
(2) how you want to restrict the information (for example, restricting use to this office, only 

restricting disclosure to persons outside this office, or restricting both); and  
(3) To whom you want those restrictions to apply. 
 
Right to Receive Confidential Communications:  You have the right to ask that we communicate 
with you about PHI in a certain manner or at a certain location.  For example, you may request that we 
contact you at home, rather than at work.  You may specify that we should not use e-mail, or a cordless 
telephone.  You must make your request in writing to our Privacy Official..  You must specify how you 
would like to be contacted (for example, by regular mail or to your post office box and not your home). 
I am required to accommodate reasonable requests. 
 
Right to Inspect and Copy:  
 
You have the right to ask to see and get a copy of PHI about you in certain records that we maintain. 
This includes your medical and billing records but does not include psychotherapy notes (which are 
only for the use of the therapist) or information gathered or prepared for a civil, criminal, or 
administrative proceeding.  I am allowed to deny your request to inspect and copy PHI, but only in 
limited circumstances.  To inspect and copy PHI please contact our Privacy Official, Angie Simonton, 
LCSW.  If you ask for a copy of PHI about you, I may charge you a reasonable fee for the copying, 



postage, labor and supplies used in meeting your request.  These fees are determined by state law.  
 
Right to Amend: 
 
You have the right to ask that I amend or change PHI about you, as long as such information is kept by 
and for our office.  To make this kind of request you must submit your request in writing to Angie 
Simonton, LCSW. You must also give me a reason for your request.  I may deny your request in 
certain cases, including if it is not in writing, or if you do not give us a reason for the request. 
 
Right to Receive and Accounting of Disclosures: 
 
You have the right to ask for an “accounting” of the times we have had to release PHI about you.  This 
is a list of disclosures made by us during a specified period of up to six years, other than disclosures 
made:  
 
▪ for treatment,  
▪ for payment,  
▪ for health care operations;  
▪ for use in or related to a facility directory (I do not keep a directory.  This is a HIPAA technicality 

that I tell you about a “directory”.) 
▪ to family members or friends involved in your care;  
▪ to you directly;  
 
pursuant to an authorization of you or your personal representative, or for certain notification purposes 
(including national security, intelligence, correctional, and law enforcement purposes) and disclosures 
made before May 31, 2017. If you wish to make such a request, please contact our Privacy Official 
identified on the last page of this Notice.  The first list that you ask for in a 12-month period will be 
free, but we may charge you for our reasonable costs of providing additional lists in the same 
12-month period.  I will tell you about these costs, and you may choose to cancel your request at any 
time before costs are incurred. 
 
Right to a Paper Copy of this Notice: 
 
You have a right to receive a paper copy of this Notice at any time.  You are entitled to a paper copy of 
this Notice even if you have previously agreed to receive this Notice electronically. 
 

To obtain a paper copy of this Notice, please contact our 
Privacy Official listed on the last page of this notice. 
 

IV. Complaints 
 
If you believe your privacy rights have been violated, you may file a complaint with us or the Secretary of the 
United States Department of Health and Human Services.  To file a complaint with our office, please contact 
our Privacy Official at the address and number listed below.  We will not retaliate or take action against you for 
filing a complaint. 
Angie Simonton, LCSW 
5001 Highway 190 E. Service Road 
Suite D-4-5 
Covington, LA 70443 
 
 
V. Questions 
 
If you have any questions about this Notice, please contact our Privacy Official at the address and telephone 



number listed below. 
Angie Simonton, LCSW 
985-317-4319 
 
VI. Privacy Official Contact Information 

 
You may contact our Privacy Official at the following address and phone number. 
Angie Simonton, LCSW 

 
 
This Notice was published and first became effected on May 31, 2017. It was last updated on May 28, 2018. 
 
 
My signature of this document means that I have read the above information, am in understanding of the 
information, and have had all of questions/ concerns answered.  
 
_________________________________________ 
Client/ Guardian Signature  
_______________________ 
Date 
 
 
_________________________________________ 
Angie Simonton, LCSW 
 
___________________________ 
Date 

 
 
 

ADULT PSYCHOSOCIAL ASSESSMENT 
 

Patient_____________________
Date:_____________________ 
 
PRESENTING Symptoms: Describe current symptoms and what prompted you to seek 
treatment: 

 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
____________________ 

 

What mental health issues if any have you been diagnosed with in the 

past?__________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________ 

 

If you had to diagnose yourself.. what would it be? 

_______________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________ 

 



What goals do you have for 

therapy?_______________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________ 

 

How will we know that you are making progress and feeling better? 

_______________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

List name of psychiatrist, if any_____________________ Length of time under 

his/her care_______ 

 

List current medications prescribed by psychiatrist or other doctor for 

current problems: 

MEDICATION DOSAGE FREQUENCY START 

DATE 

END 

DAT

E 

PHYSICIAN SIDE 

EFFECTS? 

BENEFICIAL

? 

        

        

        

        

        

 

Have you had any thoughts of suicide or thoughts of hurting yourself since you 

began having these difficulties?______ If yes, describe these thoughts, plans 
and whenthese 

occur:_________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________ 

 

Rate your level of functioning in these areas, by level of impairment, using 

the scale below.     CAN’T 

   FUNCTION SERIOUS MODERATE  MILD CLINICIAN NOTES 

JOB     (    )  (    )  (    )  (    ) 

_____________________________________________________ 

MARITAL   (    )  (    )  (    )  (    ) 

_____________________________________________________ 

FAMILY    (    )  (    )  (    )  (    )

_____________________________________________________ 

FRIENDS   (    )  (    )  (    )  (    )

_____________________________________________________ 

SCHOOL    (    )  (    )  (    )  (    )

_____________________________________________________ 

SPIRITUAL (    )  (    )  (    )  (    )

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 



SA HISTORY 

 

Substance Abuse  

Please list all substances that you have tried and or actively using. 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

 

Use Frequency 

____None ____Less than 1 x/month ____1-4 x/month ____2-3 x/week 

____Daily 

 

 

Substance Use Related Problems: (Check all that apply) 
___ Binges   ___ Job Problems   ___ Sleep problems   ___ Physical withdrawal 

___ Hangovers 

___ DUI’s   ___ Blackouts   ___ Other Arrests   ___ Relationship 

Problems/partner   ___Seizures    ___Family Problems ___Passing out 

___Arguments over my use ___Can’t stop using 

___Violent while using 

 

 

 

MEDICAL HISTORY: 
Primary Care/Family physician: _________________________________________ Date of last physical 
exam:_______ 
 

MEDICAL PROBLEM MEDICATIONS TREATING PHYSICIAN 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

MAJOR SURGERIES YEAR MAJOR ILLNESSES YEAR 

 

 

   

 

 

   

 

 

   

 

Allergies to foods or 

medications:_____________________________________________________________ 

FAMILY PSYCHIATRIC HISTORY OF EMOTIONAL/MENTAL PROBLEMS-Include attempted & 

completed suicides: 

 

RELATIONSHIP TO YOU PROBLEM(S) TREATED (YES/NO) CURRENT CONDITION 

    



 

 

 

   

 

 

   

 

FAMILY MEDICAL HISTORY-Include cardiovascular disease, kidney disease, 

diabetes, cancer, etc.: 
 

RELATIONSHIP TO YOU PROBLEM(S) 

  

  

  

  

  

 
 
FAMILY AND DEVELOPMENTAL HISTORY: 
 
Ethnic background: (French, German, Spanish, 
etc.)__________________________ 
Bilingual?_________ Identify other languages 
spoken:________________________ 
 
Place of birth(City, State)?_____________  Where were you 
raised?___________ 
 
# of Family Moves:_________  Your ages at time of 
moves:____________________  
 
Did you have difficulty adjusting to family moves?_____  If yes, 
please describe: 
_______________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 
Were you legally adopted?______  Age:_______ 
 
Did parents separate/Divorce:____________________ 
Age:__________________ 
  
How did you adjust to 
separation/divorce?___________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________
____________ 
 
Custodial Parent:____________________  



 
Did either parent remarry? ________  Which? ___________  Pt 
age(s) _________ 
 
Describe how you felt/adjusted to parent(s) 
remarriage:_____________________ 
________________________________________________________________
____________ 
 
FAMILY CONSTELLATION: 
List all immediate family members ( In Your Family Growing Up ), 
including parents (biological & step/ adoptive) and siblings 
(full, half & step) and check if each is living in home.  Use 
back if additional space is needed. 
 

NAME 
 

AGE 

 

RELATION 

 

IN 

HOME 

 

MARITAL 

STATUS 

 

OCCUPATION 

   
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

   
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

   
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

   
 

   
 

 
 

 
 

   
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

   
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Where do you rank in the family birth order?________ of 
__________ 
 
 
 
Have you or other family members been victims or perpetrators of 
physical, verbal, emotional or sexual abuse?  _____  If yes, 
please identify type of abuse, victim, abuser, when, the 
situation and who knows:(if able to recall) 



Describe any significant losses you have experienced & how you 
grieved these losses since 
childhood:__________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Regarding Developmental History: 
 
Did you have any difficulty reaching any developmental 
milestones?__________ 
 
If yes, please describe: 
________________________________________________________________
____________ 
 
Do you recall your family describing anything unusual or 
important about you before the age of 6?________  If yes, 
explain_________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________ 
 
How would you describe yourself as a young 
child? ______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 
RELIGION: 
 
Describe the role of spirituality or religion in your family 
growing up, including the degree of you and your family’s 
involvement with an organized religion and how you saw your 
relationship with 
God: _________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________ 
 
EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND: 
 
Highest grade level:_________   G.E.D. ( Yes  No )  When 
completed______ 
 
Average grades:______  Did you fail any grades?_____  Which 
grades and how often?________________________ 
 
Type of Academic Classes: Regular Gifted Special 
education 
 



How did you feel about your academic 
setting:____________________________ 
 
 
Behavior problems with teachers or peers?_______  If 
yes, _________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
Did any behaviors result in disciplinary action  detention, 
suspension or 
being expelled?_______ List behaviors and specific 
consequences:____________ 
 
________________________________________________________________
____________ 
 
List involvement in Extracurricular School 
activities:______________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________
____________ 
 
Drug or Alcohol use: _____Before _____After
_____During school 
 
Effect of alcohol/drugs on school behavior/grades 
Did you have difficulty adjusting to starting school 
(Kindergarten or 1st)? ____  If yes, please describe problem & 
how it was 
resolved:_______________ _________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

_______________ 
 
   
RELATIONSHIP HISTORY: 
 
Age when you began dating:_________    Age Became Sexually 
Active:__________ 
Describe your parents’ attitudes and beliefs about sexuality and 
sexual intimacy and how they taught you about these 
issues:_________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________



_______________________________ 
 
 
Number of sexual partners prior to current 
relationship:____________________ 
 
If separated or divorced, indicate dates of prior marriages, 
separations and divorces in chronological order: 
 
Partner Date of Marriage Date of Separation Date 
of Divorce 
 
________________________________________________________________
____________ 
 
________________________________________________________________
____________ 
 
________________________________________________________________
____________ 
 
________________________________________________________________
____________ 
 
 
Describe any previous  serious or long-term relationships , 
including prior marriages and difficulties you experienced in 
these relationships.  Include your behaviors and 
attitudes/beliefs that contributed to difficulties in the 
relationship:_____________ 
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
___________________ 
 
Describe any difficulties you had in coping with relationships 
ending or 
separation/divorce:_____________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
____________________ 
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY:  
 
List previous jobs held in the past 10 years (part-time or 
full-time): 
 

EMPLOYER 
 

POSITION 
   

REASON FOR 



LENGTH OF 

EMPLOYMENT 

LEAVING 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

     

   
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Did you experience any of the following problems at previous 
jobsCheck all that apply: 
_____ Working under the influence     _____ Missing work 
      of alcohol or drugs             _____ Getting to work late 
_____ Working with a hangover         _____ Conflicts with 
coworkers 
_____ Poor concentration              _____ Conflicts with 
supervisors 
_____ Poor memory                     _____ Slower to follow 
instructions 
_____ Decline in quality of work      _____ Poor productivity 
_____ Other problems, 
explain_______________________________________________ 
 
Circle any of the following consequences related to the above 
problems: 
 

Supervisor warnings  Probation  Suspensions 
 
Were the above problems due to drinking?_________  Or drug 
use?____________ 
 
Did you drink or use drugs: _____Before  _____After  _____During 
work? 
 
 
LEGAL HISTORY AND ASSESSMENT: 
 
Have you previously been picked up by police, charged with any 



offenses or convicted of any offenses (Does not apply to parking 
tickets)?_____  If yes, please describe dates, charges, 
convictions & legal consequences: 
 
________________________________________________________________
____________ 
 
 
MILITARY HISTORY 
 
Branch of Military__________________   # of Years in 
Military_______________ 
 
Type of Work done in 
Military_______________________________________________ 
 
Did you see combat duty?_______  If yes, describe military 
engagement involved in and location of duty 
station____________________________________ 
 
Did you have any difficulties adjusting to or coping with 
military structure or authority?______  If yes, describe them 
and consequences: 
 
 
Did you experience any difficulties post-discharge related to 
military service?______  If yes, describe: 
Year discharged_________________      Type of Discharge: 
______________ 
 
 
Anything that you feel that this failed to cover?  
 
__________________________ 
Signature and Date 
 
__________________________ 
Angie Simonton, LCSW & Date 
 

Angie Simonton, LCSW  
Individual & Family Clinical Social Worker 

400 Mariners Plaza Drive Suite 432 
Mandeville, LA 70448 

Phone 9853174319 
Fax 8552030527 



Email angie@angiesimontonlcsw.org 
 

Consent To Release Protected Health Information  
 
I, _____________________(Client or Legal Guardian) am giving Angie Simonton, LCSW the 
ability to release information about and to request information in regards to my or my child’s 
treatment under Ms.Simonton.This release of information is for Client:  
 
Name:  
___________________________ 
Date of Birth: 
______________________ 
 
The information being released is in regards to:  
____Assessment                                         ____Demographic information 
____Diagnosis                                            ____Treatment motivation  
____Psychosocial Evaluation                   ____Progress update 
____Treatment modality/summary  
 
Purpose: 
The purpose of this disclosure of information is to improve assessment and treatment planning, 
share information relevant to treatment and when appropriate, coordinate treatment services. If 
other purposes, specify: 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________ 
 
Revocation: 
I understand that I have the right to revoke this authorization at any time except to the extent 
that action has been taken in reliance on it.  
 
Expiration: 
This consent expires in one year, unless otherwise indicated ____________________ (date of 
expiration). 
 
Conditions: 
I understand that I have the right to decline this form. I also understand that if I decline to sign it, 
Ms. Simonton may not be able to bill my insurance or assist me with continuity of care with other 
providers.  
 
Form of Disclosure: 
Unless you have specifically requested in writing that the disclosure be made in a certain 
format, Ms. Simonton has the right to disclose information permitted by this authorization in any 



manner deemed appropriate and consistent with applicable law, including but not limited to, 
verbally, written or electronically formatted. 
 
Re-disclosure: 
Federal law prohibits the person or organization to whom disclosure is made from making any 
further disclosure of treatment information unless further disclosure is expressly permitted by the 
written authorization of the person to whom it pertains or as otherwise permitted by 42 C.F.R. 
Part 2.  Other types of information may be re-disclosed by the recipient of the information in the 
following circumstances: Substance Abuse History, Active Use of Substances, and the 
Treatment of Substance Abuse. 
 
I understand that my substance use disorder records are protected under federal law, including 
the federal regulations governing the confidentiality of substance use disorder patient records, 
42 C.F.R. Part 2, and Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (‘HIPPA’). 45 
CFR Parts 160 &164, and cannot be disclosed without my written consent unless otherwise 
provided for by the regulations. I am agreeable to this release of information and understand 
that I can revoke it at any time. I understand that this release will expire in a year from the date 
of the signature. This release will end immediately, if I or Ms. Simonton terminates counseling 
services. 
 
________________________________ 
Client or Legal Guardians Signature  
 
_________________ 
Date 
 
_______________________________ 
Angie Simonton, LCSW Signature  
 
___________________ 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 


